Belt Options

**Piano Hinge Belts** share load and wear factors evenly providing trouble-free service for light to medium duty material handling applications. Ideal for recycling, stamping, forging, and machining industries.

**Combination Belts** with PVC or rubber belting have cross supports for strength and stability. This is a lighter weight belt option for moving recyclable materials with the added benefit of high resistance to abrasion and liquids.

**Z-Pan Belts** are made of overlapping steel pans mounted on chain and are ruggedly designed to offer ultimate performance for high impact, or unpredictable loading conditions. A cleaner discharge and durable continuous service under the more difficult operating conditions.

**Apron Belts** are made of overlapping steel pans mounted on chain and they are designed to absorb the impact of large lumps and repeated loading with minimum spillage or breakage. A cleaner discharge and durable continuous service under the more difficult operating conditions.

Conveyor Accessories

- **Hopper Extensions**
- **Infeed Hoppers**
- **Pit Flashing**
- **controls**
- **Load Metering Rakes or Drums**
- **Discharge Chutes**
- **Top Covers**
- **Transition Guides**

Products available from Endura-Veyor, Inc.
Slider Bed Conveyors - Container Dumpers - Cross Belt Separators - Trough Conveyor - Mezzanines - Sort Systems - Baler Hoppers - Replacement Steel Belting - Professional Drawing Services

Phone: 800-356-1593
Visit our website: www.endura-veyor.com
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Endura-Veyor, Inc.’s 6" and 9" Pitch Steel Belt Conveyors are proven performers in the recycling, solid waste, and metal forming industries. Built for years of service with low maintenance, these conveyors feature time-proven, field-tested designs that last and last.

Endura-Veyor offers the broadest range of steel belt conveyor designs in the industry, allowing our experienced sales and engineering teams to assist you with sizing and configuring a conveyor that optimizes your operation, and your budget.